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ABSTRACT

Effects of temperature and temperature changes on circadian clocks in

cyanobacteria, unicellular algae, and plants, as well as fungi, arthropods, and

vertebrates are reviewed. Periodic temperature with periods around 24 h even

in the low range of 1–28C (strong Zeitgeber effect) can entrain all ectothermic

(poikilothermic) organisms. This is also reflected by the phase shifts—

recorded by phase response curves (PRCs)—that are elicited by step- or

pulsewise changes in the temperature. The amount of phase shift (weak or

strong type of PRC) depends on the amplitude of the temperature change and

on its duration when applied as a pulse. Form and position of the PRC to

temperature pulses are similar to those of the PRC to light pulses. A combined

high/low temperature and light/dark cycle leads to a stabile phase and

maximal amplitude of the circadian rhythm—when applied in phase (i.e.,

warm/light and cold/dark). When the two Zeitgeber cycles are phase-shifted

against each other the phase of the circadian rhythm is determined by either

Zeitgeber or by both, depending on the relative strength (amplitude) of both

Zeitgeber signals and the sensitivity of the species/individual toward them. A
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phase jump of the circadian rhythm has been observed in several organisms at

a certain phase relationship of the two Zeitgeber cycles.

Ectothermic organisms show inter- and intraspecies plus seasonal variations

in the temperature limits for the expression of the clock, either of the basic

molecular mechanism, and/or the dependent variables. A step-down from

higher temperatures or a step-up from lower temperatures to moderate

temperatures often results in initiation of oscillations from phase positions that

are about 1808 different. This may be explained by holding the clock at

different phase positions (maximum or minimum of a clock component) or by

significantly different levels of clock components at the higher or lower

temperatures. Different permissive temperatures result in different circadian

amplitudes, that usually show a species-specific optimum.

In endothermic (homeothermic) organisms periodic temperature changes of

about 24 h often cause entrainment, although with considerable individual

differences, only if they are of rather high amplitudes (weak Zeitgeber

effects). The same applies to the phase-shifting effects of temperature pulses.

Isolated bird pineals and rat suprachiasmatic nuclei tissues on the other hand,

respond to medium high temperature pulses and reveal PRCs similar to that of

light signals. Therefore, one may speculate that the self-selected circadian

rhythm of body temperature in reptiles or the endogenously controlled body

temperature in homeotherms (some of which show temperature differences of

more than 28C) may, in itself, serve as an internal entraining system. The so-

called heterothermic mammals (undergoing low body temperature states in a

daily or seasonal pattern) may be more sensitive to temperature changes.

Effects of temperature elevation on the molecular clock mechanisms have

been shown in Neurospora (induction of the frequency (FRQ) protein) and in

Drosophila (degradation of the period (PER) and timeless (TIM) protein) and

can explain observed phase shifts of rhythms in conidiation and locomotor

activity, respectively.

Temperature changes probably act directly on all processes of the clock

mechanism some being more sensitive than the others. Temperature changes

affect membrane properties, ion homeostasis, calcium influx, and other signal

cascades (cAMP, cGMP, and the protein kinases A and C) (indirect effects)

and may thus influence, in particular, protein phosphorylation processes of the

clock mechanism. The temperature effects resemble to some degree those

induced by light or by light-transducing neurons and their transmitters. In

ectothermic vertebrates temperature changes significantly affect the melatonin

rhythm, which in turn exerts entraining (phase shifting) functions.

(Chronobiology International, 19(5), 807–864, 2002)

Key Words: Circadian amplitude; Circadian clock; Circadian level; Input

pathways; Molecular mechanism; Rhythm entrainment; Temperature effects
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INTRODUCTION

Daily environmental and artificial temperature changes are characteristic

Zeitgeber signals of the circadian clock of many organisms as observed and

reviewed earlier.[1 – 11] While the other prominent Zeitgeber, light, is perceived by

eyes or cellular photoreceptors and is transmitted by neural, hormonal, and

intracellular signal pathways to the molecular clock, temperature changes can

directly affect the clock mechanism by accelerating or slowing component

processes,[12 – 14] as almost any process in a cell. However, there may be additional

effects of temperature changes on the clock variables, for example, through second

messengers or influences on the intracellular clock environment such as ion or

metabolite concentrations,[15] which we designated, somewhat arbitrarily, as

indirect effects (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Indirect and direct effects of temperature changes on the circadian clock: the generalized

clock mechanisms consist of clock gene transcription factors (TF), their expression, degradation, and

positive effects on clock gene expression (left) as well as the clock protein(s), their expression,

degradation and negative effects on the transcription factors (right). In several clock mechanisms,

there is also a positive feedback of the clock proteins on the expression of the TFs and possibly on

translational control. All these processes may be affected, to different extents directly, by

temperature. A major part of all clock mechanisms consists of protein

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation by protein kinases/phosphatases. The latter may be influenced

by temperature-induced changes in intracellular messengers and hormones such as melatonin (in

ectotherms).
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Earlier experiments focused on entrainment of the clock by periodic

temperature changes, on the effects of temperature steps or pulses on the phase of

the circadian oscillator [phase response curve (PRC) or phase transition curves

(PTC)[16 – 18]], or the phase determination after release of the circadian oscillator

from one temperature into another (release assay[19,20]). Time units for the

determination circadian phases are “circadian time” (ct) units, i.e., the period

length of the oscillation divided by 24 (ct 0 ¼ beginning of subjective light time)

or “Zeitgeber time” (zt), which designates the external time. Within the PRCs two

points with zero phase shifts can be distinguished: crossover from advance to

delay (zero phase shift) and crossover from delay to advance (also called “break

point”). Some of the phase-shifting effects results can be explained, at least partly,

by studying the temperature effects on the clock mechanism, for example of

Neurospora[13] and Drosophila.[21]

In addition to the effects of temperature changes (phasic effects) and the

duration of temperature treatments (tonic effects) on phase and frequency, the

temperature limits for the expression of the clock and the temperature dependence

of the amplitude and level of the circadian oscillation have been analyzed. The

amplitude is defined as one half of the range between maximum and minimum

values while the level designates the average value over the period(s). These

effects of temperature changes were mainly studied in dependent variables (hands

of the clock), but some were determined in the clock processes themselves. The

phenomenon of “temperature compensation” of the period length[22] and the other

reviews cited above as well as the review by Ruoff[23] and the phenomenon of

“thermoperiodism”[24,25] will not be discussed here. This article reviews the data

collected from different systematic groups of organisms with the aim of deriving

common features of the circadian clock responses among them.

The molecular mechanisms of the well-known clocks (e.g., Synechococcus,

Neurospora, Drosophila, mouse) consist of feedback systems[12,26,27] (Fig. 1): a

strong negative feedback of clock proteins on their own gene expression by means

of inhibitory actions on the relevant transcription factors (some of which also

oscillate) as well as a positive feedback of the clock proteins on the synthesis of

transcription factors. There is also evidence for additional interlocked feedback

systems from output variables, thus generating a complex clock system.

In this review, we discuss the known and putative direct effects of

temperature on the molecular clock processes as well as possible indirect

pathways. The indirect pathways also include temperature effects on the hormonal

level—particularly well analyzed in the case of the melatonin production in

ectothermic vertebrates (Fig. 1).

CYANOBACTERIA, UNICELLULAR ALGAE, AND PLANTS

In this section, we review the effects of temperature changes and temperature

on the circadian clocks of cyanobacteria, unicellular algae, and plants. Within
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these heterogeneous groups a few species, such as Synechococcus, Euglena,

Gonyaulax, Kalanchoë, Phaseolus, and Arabidopsis are particularly well analyzed

for either their response to temperature changes and/or clock mechanism. The

early literature on temperature effects on unicellular algae and plants has been

discussed in general overviews (see Introduction), a particularly comprehensive

one was published by Wilkins.[3]

Entrainment by Periodic Temperature Changes, Phase Shifts by
Temperature Steps or Pulses, and Effects of Temperature on

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

Entrainment

In the cyanobacterium Synechococcus the circadian rhythm of nitrogenase

activity and protein synthesis is entrainable by a temperature cycle of 58C

difference.[28] In a situation in which the temperature and the light/dark cycles

were 1808 out of phase with respect to the normal phase relation, the light/dark

cycle dominated as the entraining signal. This dominance may, however, depend

on the relative strength of the light and temperature signals applied.

In algae and plants, entrainment of the circadian rhythm by periodic

temperature changes was observed rather early, for example in Phaseolus,[29]

Oedogonium,[30] and Kalanchoë.[31] The rhythms in Oedogonium were entrained

by a 2.58C difference, that of Kalanchoë by an even smaller cycle difference of

18C. Temperature cycles different from 24 h, such as an 18h cycle, but not as short

as 12 h or as long as 30h cycles, are able to entrain the rhythm of Oedogonium.[30]

The circadian phototaxis rhythm of Euglena was entrained by a temperature cycle

of 138C difference. When this cycle was shifted with respect to a light/dark cycle,

the phase of the circadian rhythm changed to an intermediate position between the

two Zeitgeber cycles and “jumped” at a defined phase relationship of the

Zeitgeber.[1] Temperature cycles of 78C difference at high, medium, or low mean

temperatures-induced synchrony of cell division and settling in autotrophic

Euglena cultures, a phenomenon that persisted in constant light and

temperature.[32,33]

In the higher plant Bryophyllum fedtschenkoi, the circadian rhythm of carbon

dioxide metabolism was entrained by short 0.5 or 1h temperature pulses of 208C

difference (from 15 to 358C).[34]

Entrainment of circadian gene expression by a temperature cycle was shown

in meristematic tissues of Sinapis alba L. for Sagrp1 and Sagrp1 mRNA-encoding

as yet unknown nuclear proteins,[35] in Arabidopsis for Lhcb[36] and cat3

transcription (Michael and McClung unpublished citation from Ref. [37]) and in

tomato seedlings of Lysopersicon esculentum for the amount of mRNA of the light

harvesting complex proteins (Lhc mRNA).[38] It is likely that the circadian

transcription of about 453 genes (6% of all genes) in Arabidopsis[39] are

entrainable by temperature changes.
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Phase Shifts

Step-type changes of temperature led to transient changes of the period and

to permanent shifts of the phase in Bryophyllum[3] and Phaseolus.[4] Extensive

temperature step-up experiments of 5–158C difference with the circadian dark

mobility rhythm of autotrophic cultures of Euglena gracilis showed strong phase

shifts:[40] maximal (12 h) phase shifts resulted when the step occurred at minimal

mobility, while no phase shifts occurred when the temperature step was applied at

maximal mobility. This step-type temperature treatment thus led to synchroniza-

tion of cell populations that initially showed differently phased circadian

oscillations. The observed phase shifts were caused by transient changes in period

length. Step-down experiments, on the other hand, caused strong phase shifts (of

12 h) only when applied at a small phase segment. In both types of experiments,

increase or decrease in amplitude was observed after step-up and step-down

temperature changes, respectively. Interestingly, the phase shifts after temperature

steps were not observed in mixotrophic cultures.

Step-up from 14 to 208C and step-down from 27 to 208C experiments on

Gonyaulax also led to transient changes of the period length (as an after effect)

of the circadian rhythm of bioluminescence, a phenomenon that is well known

also for light pulses and plotted as so-called tau response curves (TRCs). In

addition a desensitization of the clock against the action of protein synthesis

inhibitors was observed.[41] The latter effect of a stepwise temperature change

was also observed at different higher constant temperatures, which attenuated

the phase shifting of Gonyaulax rhythms by cycloheximide and anisomycin.[42]

Correspondingly, a higher sensitivity against pulses of cycloheximide (100 and

10mM ) was observed at lower temperature in Phaseolus, resulting in

arrhythmicity at 238C, but not at 308C. However, Mayer and Knoll[43] reported

only minor differences between the PRCs to cycloheximide at these two

temperatures.

Pulse-type changes of the temperature (up or down) and their phase-shifting

effects have been analyzed in several algae and plant species (reviews:

Refs. [8,17,44]). In Gonyaulax polyedra PRCs against positive (þ78C) and

negative (25 and 298C) pulses of 4 h were shown to be of the weak type and were

interestingly in phase with each other as opposed to 1808 out of phase as is usually

the case for positive and negative pulses.[45] This may be due to equally inhibitory

or activating effects of elevated and reduced temperatures on the basic oscillator

when the cells were kept before at an optimum temperature. Earlier experiments

also showed that low temperature pulses of 8.58C difference (from 20 to 11.58C)

for 3 h shifted the phase of the bioluminescence rhythm of Gonyaulax only by

about 2 h, i.e., elicited only weak responses.[46] Zero phase shifts in both studies

occurred around ct 0–4.

In Bryophyllum leaves, the circadian rhythm of carbon dioxide metabolism

was phase-shifted by a 1 or 3h exposure to temperature pulses of þ208C, which

resulted in PRCs of the weak and strong type, respectively. Zero phase shifts
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occurred at ct 0 and a break point was observed at ct 12.[34] These PCRs were

similar to the light PRCs of the same species.[47]

Phase shifting by temperature pulses were explored in Kalanchoë already by

Schwemmle[48] in 1957 and more recently by Engelmann et al.[49] The

experiments of the latter authors revealed temperature pulses of 408C (þ17.58C

difference) caused PRCs of the strong type when the pulses lasted 3 h, and of the

weak type when they lasted 2 or 1 h. The PRCs of Kalanchoë to temperature pulses

show zero phase shifts around ct 3 and a break point around ct 15–18, which is

almost identical to the phase-shifting effects of light pulses. This approximate

identity of the PRCs was also observed for the circadian rhythm of leave

movements in Phaseolus multiflorus.[50] On the basis of their experiments and

deductions from a model, Engelmann et al.[49] concluded that the temperature

signals should act on the same signal input pathway to the clock and on the same

clock component as light signals.

Two circadian rhythms (chilling resistance and cotyledon movement) of

cotton seedlings (Gossypium hirsutum L.) were subjected to cold pulses of 5–198C

difference (from 338C). Cold pulses during the subjective day time caused phase

delays, while pulses given during the subjective night did not.[51] This was related

to different chilling resistance (low at day time, higher at night) because prior

exposure to low temperature during the night made the cotyledons more resistant

to a subsequent cold pulse during the day.

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

The rhythm-initiating temperature pulses or steps as discussed by

Wilkins[3] correspond to the so-called release assays (see Neurospora ): the

rhythms of different cells or organisms may be held stationary at a certain

phase by a certain temperature and synchronously released from this phase

after a shift to normal temperature. Different temperatures, alternatively, may

not hold the clock but shift the oscillation to different levels. A subsequent

step-up or step-down of temperature also leads to synchronous oscillations (see

Neurospora below).

The expression of the glow rhythmicity of Gonyaulax disappeared at a

critical temperature of 128C. Subjecting synchronous cultures for different times

to 11.58C and subsequent release of these cultures to 218C resulted in

oscillations of bioluminescence that were phase-determined by the time of

release, i.e., the first maximum occurred always after a constant time interval.[46]

Resumption and phasing of rhythmicity after step-up of the temperature was the

same as upon a transfer from bright light to darkness. It was shown that light and

low temperature act additively in their effect to cause arrhythmicity.[46] This

shows that Gonyaulax reacts to temperature changes in a different way as many

other organisms in which darkness and low temperature usually act

synergistically.
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Different temperatures, furthermore, influenced the amplitude of the two

bioluminescence rhythms of flashing and glow in different directions: the

amplitude of flashing decreased while that of the glow rhythm increased when the

temperature was shifted from 15 to 258C.[52] It is not yet known whether or not this

phenomenon is related to the existence of more than one clock (see below).

Initiation of rhythmicity by a temperature change is well analyzed also for

the circadian rhythm of carbon dioxide fixation in the leaves of B. fedtschenkoi.[53]

Beyond the range 10–308C the rhythm is inhibited, however, it re-starts when the

temperature is changed to 158C. Longer exposure to this inhibitory range of

temperatures drives the oscillator to defined phases, which differ by 1808 as

concluded from the phase at re-start.

Under continuous light the crassulacean acid metabolism (CAM) rhythm of

Kalanchoë daigremontiana disappears at high (.298C) and low (,88C)

temperatures. At both temperatures, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC)

activity is low, whereas at low temperatures high leaf malate concentrations were

observed and vice versa. After small temperature increases or decreases from low

or high temperatures, respectively, the phases of the reinitiated rhythms were 1808

out of phase with each other.[54] Temperature change must occur at a fast rate in

order to reinitiate the rhythm or synchronize a desynchronized population of

oscillators.[55,56]

In tomato seedlings, the amplitudes of the Lhc mRNA and of the small

subunit of RuBPC/Oase mRNA oscillations were strong at 248C. At 10 and 308C

under constant light they were low or absent and were attenuated under a

light/dark cycle.[57]

Effects of Temperature on the Molecular Mechanism of the Clock

Molecular Mechanism

The molecular mechanism of the circadian clock of cyanobacteria has been

primarily explored in Synechococcus. Its core consists of a gene cluster, kai,

composed of three genes kaiA, kaiB, and kaiC.[58,59] Both the kaiA and kaiBC

operons are expressed rhythmically, and the translated proteins (KAI A, B, and C)

interact: the KAI C protein serves as a negative feedback repressor of its own gene

transcription, while KAI A acts positively on kaiBC transcription. This oscillatory

system shows functional analogies to those known in Neurospora, Drosophila,

and the mouse.[12] The involved genes, however, are not homologous, and the KAI

proteins do not show DNA binding motifs. Phosphorylation changes of KAI C

seem to play an important role—part of which is apparently controlled by a

histidine kinase (SasA), which forms a complex and interacts with KAI

C. Disruption of SasA drastically attenuated circadian expression pattern of all

tested genes such that some became arrhythmic.[60] This kinase may also play a

role in light transmission to the clock, but it is probably not essential for the

entrainment by temperature pulses.[60] Since direct effects of temperature changes
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on the expression of kaiA, B, C are as yet undetermined, it is unclear how

temperature entrainment occurs.

Unicellular Algae

The molecular mechanisms of the circadian clocks of Gonyaulax,

Chlamydomonas, Acetabularia, and Euglena have not yet been unraveled in

detail.[61] However, in Gonyaulax one may derive some conclusions as to the

mechanism from the PRCs to various inhibitors. The phase-shifting effects of

translational inhibitors[62,63] and inhibitors of phosphorylation/dephosphoryla-

tion[64] suggest a role of protein synthesis and phosphorylation in the clock

mechanism, which is analogous to the role of these processes in the mechanisms

already known in other organisms.[12] One may thus speculate that temperature

changes might affect the clock mechanism of Gonyaulax similarly, i.e., by

increasing or decreasing the level of clock protein(s) or their phosphorylation. It is

not yet known whether the temperature changes act on protein levels by

influencing transcriptional, translational, or posttranslational processes of the

clock mechanism. It is noteworthy, however, that the circadian expression of

proteins involved in bioluminescence (one of the prominent hands of the clock) is

strongly controlled at the translational level.[61]

In Gonyaulax, there is good evidence that a single cell contains more than

one oscillator—as concluded from different period lengths of the circadian

oscillations of flashing and glow and mobility.[52,65] It is unknown, however,

where these different clocks may be located and how they respond to temperature

changes.

Plants

Although the components of the basic oscillator(s) of plants are not precisely

known, considerable progress in the genetic and molecular analysis has been made

recently, particularly in Arabidopsis (reviews: Refs. [37,66]). It appears likely that

the basic oscillator(s) also consists of feedback mechanisms on the transcriptional,

translational, and posttranslational level. Two Myb transcription factors, circadian

clock associated-1 (CCA-1)[67] and late elongated hypocotyl (LHY)[68] plus other

members of this family have been identified as likely candidates for negative loops

to their own expression. The CCA-1 DNA binding is affected by phosphorylation

by casein kinase II[69], which may also phosphorylate LHY. Another gene that

seems to be involved in the basic mechanism is the timing of CAB (toc1 ) gene,

whose product TOC1 feeds back to control its own oscillation[70] and which

represents a pseudo-response (APRR) regulator.[71,72] All these possible

components of the clock may also function as input and/or output transmitter

and may thus generate several interlocked oscillatory feedback systems.[37] There
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is also considerable evidence in plants that support the existence of more than a

single clock (review: Ref. [37]).

Input Pathways

The input pathways for the Zeitgeber signal light is complex but well

analyzed (review: Ref. [37]) and seem to involve second messenger molecules

(cGMP, Ca2þ) and phosphorylation changes.

Input pathways for temperature signals to the plant clocks are not yet clear.

Temperature change probably acts directly on the components of the basic

oscillator(s) by affecting structural properties of molecules and speed of processes.

From the similarity of the PRCs of several plant species toward light and

temperature change, it seems that both signals eventually influence the same

components, such as the synthesis and degradation of clock proteins or their

phosphorylation.[8,73]

The question of just how temperature changes are perceived by the plant cell

was addressed by several studies, which are only briefly reviewed here. The

transitions from the arrhythmic to the rhythmic state (and vice versa) after

temperature steps were experimentally and theoretically analyzed mainly in CAM

plants such as Kalanchoë. A particular role in the perception of temperature

change was assigned to the rate of change: the reappearance of rhythmicity after a

temperature decrease was observed only when the change was rapid.[56] Important

roles for the disappearance or appearance of rhythmicity were assigned to the

tonoplast, the passive efflux of malate and the malate concentration. Leaf malate

concentration and osmolarity attain high and low values at low and high

temperatures, respectively,[34,54] while the activity of the PEPC is inhibited by

different mechanisms at both high and low temperatures.[54,74] Whether or not the

holding and release of the carbon metabolism oscillation after temperature steps is

due to an independent oscillatory feedback mechanism within this metabolic

branch or to the control by a basic circadian clock or to both is not yet known. The

perception of chilling, in particular, is attributed to membrane changes, especially

to fluidity changes, putative alterations of protein protein kinase C activity,

rearrangement of the cytoskeleton as well as to opening of calcium channels.[75 –

77] A sensor His-protein kinase may be involved in Synechocystis.[77] A His-

protein kinase was shown to perceive osmolarity changes in yeast and to transduce

this information to the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade.[78] A

temperature-dependent calcium influx is apparently involved in the activation of

specific cold response genes,[79] which provide chilling tolerance to cells.

While these mechanisms may be involved in the transduction of signals from

rather large temperature drops to the clock and in the establishment of an

arrhythmic state, the question whether these signal pathways may also play a role

in the transduction of rather small temperature signals that entrain or phase shift

the circadian clock cannot be answered at present. Since some evidence implies
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that light signal transduction involves calcium signals, and that experimentally

induced calcium changes shift the clock (review: Ref. [37]), calcium may also play

a role in the transduction of temperature signals.

A drastic rise in the temperature causes equally numerous changes in the

plant cell (see Ref. [80] for the earlier literature). These changes include the

fluidity of membranes, ion homeostasis (such as influx of protons and calcium),

cytoskeleton breakdown, effects on protein kinases, and the induction of stress

(heat shock) gene expression. In the latter case, a sensing of the temperature

changes may be due to activation of the heat shock transcription factor (HSF1)

(see for e.g., Ref. [81]). Again, these reactions may be involved in the

determination of the oscillatory vs. the arrested state of the clock, but they are not

likely to play a role in sensing 1–28C temperature differences sufficient to entrain

the circadian clock. It is not yet known whether these small changes are directly

perceived by specific components of the clock and/or are transduced by particular

sensors. The effects of different temperatures on the responsiveness to protein

synthesis inhibitors as observed in Gonyaulax (see above) may be due to different

amplitudes or levels of components of the basic oscillator, in a similar way as the

lower sensitivity toward protein synthesis inhibitors in the frq7 mutant of

Neurospora as discussed subsequently.

FUNGI

In fungi, noncircadian periodicities of spore formation with shorter or longer

period lengths have been observed in various species.[16,82] Their basic

mechanisms are in some cases attributed to metabolic oscillator(s).[83] In

Pilobolus sphaerosporus a circadian rhythm of spore formation was already

observed in 1954 by Übelmesser.[84] This rhythm was entrained by a 24h

temperature cycle of 58C difference (although not by a 18C difference) or by a

108C positive pulse of 1h duration every 12 h. In constant conditions following the

latter treatment, a sporulation rhythm of 12h period length was observed that

eventually reverted to a circadian period.[84] However, with respect to the

circadian oscillation, its properties and molecular mechanism Neurospora crassa

became the most well-known fungal species (reviewed in Refs. [12,85–87]).

Entrainment by Periodic Temperature Changes, Phase Shifts by
Temperature Steps or Pulses, and Effects of Temperature on

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

Entrainment

Entrainment of the circadian rhythm of conidiation (vegetative spore

formation) in N. crassa by periodic (12:12h) temperature changes was clearly

shown by Francis and Sargent,[88] the maximum of conidiation occurring 8 h after
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the temperature decrease, i.e., during the cold phase of the temperature cycle.

These authors also showed that small temperature changes of 28C were sufficient

to entrain the oscillation, which we corroborated by a 2.58C difference in DD as

well as in LL. The control at 258C showed a period length of 21.4 h while all

temperature cycles with differences $2.58C entrained the conidiation rhythm to

24.0 h (see also Fig. 2a). Temperature changes of 108C proved to be stronger

entraining signals than periodic light signals of 1500 lux when the Zeitgeber

periodicities were 1808 out of phase, i.e., when the cold phase of the temperature

cycle occurred during the light phase of the light–dark cycle.[89] This may be

explained on the basis of stronger responses of clock components to these

temperature changes (see Ref. [13]).

Phase Shifts

Zeitgeber signals as per definition must be able to shift the phase of the

oscillator (i.e., transiently shorten or lengthen the period) when given at different

phases of the oscillation. In N. crassa the circadian rhythm of conidiation has been

used to establish the phase-shifting effects of light and temperature change. Apart

from determining the midpoint of conidiation, computerized density analysis from

video recordings were used and led to principally identical results.[90]

One class of PRCs is derived from step-up or step-down treatments of the

oscillator at different phases and registration of the subsequent phase shifts of the

oscillation. Step-up or down of 58C treatments of N. crassa showed PRCs of the

strong resetting type (type 0, see Ref. [16]). The temporal position of the step-up

and the step-down PRCs differed by about 9 h when comparing the position of zero

phase shifts: they occurred at about ct 8 (step-ups), and at about ct 0 (step

downs).[88] Whether the step-up PRC primarily represents advances and the step-

down PRC primarily delays is a matter of how one interprets advance or delay

shifts that are greater than 12 h, as delay or advances, respectively.

Another class of PRCs consists of pulse-up or pulse-down treatments of the

oscillator and the subsequent registration of phase shifts. This class is based on a

complex response because a pulse consists of a step-up and step-down signal (or

vice versa), which both affect the phase. The sum of both signals, in turn, is

dependent on their strength and the adaptation processes that occur between the

first and the second signal. As concluded from a mathematical model (the

“Goodwin Oscillator”), however, a significant temporal relationship exists

between the phase of the PRC and the perturbed clock variable.[73,91]

The pulse-up PRC (25.5–30.58C for 6 h) of Francis and Sargent[88] shows

zero phase shifts at around ct 4 and a break point at about ct 18–20 (Fig. 2c). These

results are similar to those described for pulse-up experiments of 98C difference,

which show zero shifts at around ct 6 and a break point at around ct 21 which is

also seen in the long period mutant frq7.[92] The PRCs from temperature-sensitive

mutants of N. crassa showed very similar PRCs when treated with the same pulse

amplitude of 98C.[93]
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Figure 2. Entrainment and phase shifting by temperature changes in N. crassa. (a) Circadian

rhythm of conidiation in constant darkness at 258C (top row tau ¼ 21:4 hÞ and 12 :12h temperature

cycles of 25/27.5, 25/30, 25/30, 25/428C (second row to bottom row, tau always 24.0 h). Left: glass

tubes with cultures (dark: conidiation), right: densitometric recordings of the tubes. Interval between

vertical lines: 24 h. (b) PRC for 1h pulses of 458C (þ208 difference) in the frq þ strain with indicated

standard deviations (after Ref. [96]). (c) PRC for 6h pulses of 30.58C (þ58 difference) in the frq þ

strain (after Ref. [88]) slightly modified: advance shifts beyond 12 h (between ct 16 and 18) were

plotted here as delays; the curve shows the result of smoothing over three values. (d) PCR for 6h

pulses of 20.58C (258 difference) in the frq þ strain (after Ref. [88]), smoothed curve (see c). (e)

Maximal phase advances and delays after 3h pulses of increasingly higher temperatures in frq þ,

frq 1, and frq 7 strains. Abscissa: temperature differences (after Ref. [94]). (f) Phase advances after 6h

pulses (starting at ct 8) and phase delays after 6h pulses (starting at ct 3) of increasing negative

temperature changes. Abscissa: temperature differences (after Ref. [88]).
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The pulse-down PRC of Francis and Sargent[88] (25.5–20.58C, 6 h) is shifted

in its position compared to the pulse-up PRC by about 10–12 ct units, i.e., about

1808 (Fig. 2d). This PRC differs slightly from that of Nakashima[92] who used

pulses of 2118C.

The different phasing for temperature pulse-up and pulse-down PRCs can

also be observed with a different plot (new vs. old phase) and the derived “reset

zone”:[18] they are not exactly 1808C out of phase but show slightly asymmetric

positions similar to the step-up vs. step-down PRCs. This observation may indicate

a corresponding asymmetry between the positions of the maximum and minimum

FRQ levels (see subsequently).

The amount of phase shift is a function of the magnitude and duration of the

applied temperature pulse: pulse-up-induced maximal phase advances increase

from 3 h (after pulses of 2 or 38C, 3 h) to about 12 h (after pulses of 158C, 3 h) (see

Ref. [94], Fig. 2e), while maximal delays (or shifts at ct 11) increase from 2 to 6–

8 h when the temperature increment is raised from 3 to 158C.[88,94] The same

almost linear relationship between temperature difference and extent of advance

and delay phase shift was also observed in the frequency mutants frq1 and frq7[94]

as well as in pulse-down experiments with the wild type (see Ref. [88], Fig. 2f).

The amount of phase shift also increased linearly with increased duration (2–8 h)

of the temperature pulse until the maximum shift (12 h).[88]

Higher temperature (heat shock) pulses of 458C, which strongly inhibit

protein synthesis and induce the heat shock response[95] cause a PRC with

different characteristics: zero phase shifts occur at about ct 8–12 and the break

point at about ct 2–4 (see Fig. 2b, Ref. [96]). This PRC resembles the PRCs to cold

pulses (see Fig. 2d, Ref. [88]) and cycloheximide, an inhibitor of protein

synthesis.[97,98]

Initiation, Expression, Amplitude, and Level

In the so-called release assays the Zeitgeber signal (light or darkness,

elevated or reduced temperatures) is applied for different intervals of time, for

example, for 1–48 h, to organisms or cells. These organisms or cells usually enter

the Zeitgeber treatment in synchrony, but are released from the treatment into

constant conditions at different time intervals after entry. The phase of the

oscillation is then determined and related to the phase of entry and the time of

release.[19,20] This assay was frequently applied using light or temperature

conditions that either do not allow oscillation, i.e., “hold” the clock in a defined

phase, or shift the level significantly. The results of this assay are similar to step-up

or step-down experiments (see earlier).

When N. crassa was exposed to high temperatures (40 and 458C) for more

than a few hours and then released into 258C, the first band occurs about 10 h after

the transition from high to medium temperature[19,20] (Fig. 3a, b). The warm-

induced phase thus seems to be the phase located at ct 10–12, while low
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temperatures (3, 4, and 158C) for longer than 12 h causes an interval of 22.8 h

between the transition from low to medium temperature and the first band, i.e., the

cold-induced phase seems to be the phase expressed at around ct 20–22.[19,20,88]

These different phases approximately correspond to the maximum (ct 10–12) and

minimum (ct 20–24) of FRQ (see Ref. [13]).

Temperatures of 31 or 218C before release to 258C result in a different phasing

of the subsequent conidiation rhythm with advances and delays corresponding to

step-up or step-down experiments, while temperatures of 23 and 288C before the

release result in only small (type I) phase shifts[16] suggestive of singularity

behavior.[20] A surprising observation is that heat shock temperature of 458C, which

should inhibit protein synthesis, causes the same 10h interval as 408C.[19,20]

As in the case of a light to dark transition, a temperature shift from 38 to 258C

(or from 15 to 258C) initiates the circadian rhythm of conidiation (Fig. 3a). As

already noted in the release assays, the oscillation starts at a different phase,

depending on the exposure to high or low temperatures (Ref. [19], see earlier). The

limits of expression for the conidiation rhythmicity are about 34 and 158C.[88]

These limits may be explained by the responses of components of the molecular

mechanism to different temperatures. The total amount of FRQ increases about 4-

fold from 18 to 298C. However, FRQ consists of two forms, a longer one translated

from an upstream AUG codon of the frq-mRNA and a shorter one from a more

downstream AUG.[99,100] By means of a translational control mechanism the

longer form predominates at elevated temperatures and is required for the

expression of rhythmicity at higher (27 and 308C) temperatures, while the shorter

FRQ is relatively dominant at lower (22–188C) temperatures. For the action of

both FRQ forms, Liu et al.[99] postulated different thresholds which increase with

temperature and which must be reached in order to sustain a circadian oscillation.

The amplitude of the circadian rhythm of conidiation is maximal at about

258C and decreases toward higher and lower temperatures. In strains where only

the long form of FRQ is present the amplitude is diminished or absent at lower

temperatures while in strains with only the short form the amplitude is lower or

absent at higher temperatures.[99]

Different temperatures (21 and 288C) also influence the level of the FRQ

oscillation (more than two-fold greater at the higher temperature), but not of the

frq-mRNA.[13] It is not clear whether the amplitudes of both rhythms also change

with the temperature.

Effects of Temperature on the Molecular Mechanism of the Clock

Molecular Mechanism

On the basis of the presently available data the molecular mechanism of the

Neurospora clock consists of the following components:[87] the frequency ( frq ) gene

is expressed in a circadian rhythmic fashion with cycling amounts of frq-mRNA

and FRQ-protein that reach their peaks at about ct 5 and 12, respectively. The
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FRQ-protein acts as a dimer[101] and is a negative regulator of frq transcription,

probably by binding to and attenuating the activity of the white collar (WC-1 and

WC-2) protein complex, which stimulates frq transcription. The WC-1 and WC-2 are

also essential for the light input pathway to the clock. The amount of WC-1 shows a

circadian rhythm with a peak at around ct 0, although its mRNA level does not

oscillate, suggesting posttranscriptional control. The overall levels of WC-1 and

WC-2 are depressed in the absence of FRQ,[102] which shows that FRQ is essential for

Figure 3. Effect of temperature steps on the initiation and phase of the circadian rhythm in N.

crassa. (a) Tubes with the frq þ strain were kept for 2 d at 388C. First marking corresponds to 08:00h

at day 3. Second markings (from bottom to top) correspond to the transition from 38 to 258C at 15:00,

18:00, and 21:00h, respectively (P. Ruoff unpublished). (b, c) Release assay experiments.

Nonshaded areas represent light exposure at 258C, darkened areas represent dark exposure at 258C,

shaded areas represent dark exposure at the indicated temperatures. After inoculation (at 248 h) into

the race tubes, all Neurospora race tubes were synchronized by a 2d exposure to LD 12:12 at 258C.

At time 0, one set of race tubes (five race tubes per set) was maintained in the 258C dark chamber as a

control, and all other sets were put into a dark chamber of the resetting temperature. After 2 h of

exposure to the resetting temperature, one set of race tubes was removed and placed into the control

258C dark chamber; at hour 4 and every 2 h thereafter, another set was transferred. At the completion

of the experiment, the tubes were analyzed for the times at which conidiation peaked (“Peak Time”)

(after Ref. [19]). (d) Model for the phase determination after step-up and step-down experiments

based on the different levels of the FRQ-oscillation. Left: after a step-up all phases are interpreted as

minimum of FRQ (at dawn), and the rhythm starts from this position (see Fig. 2b). Right: after a step-

down all phases are interpreted as maximum of FRQ (at dusk) and the rhythm starts from this

position (see Fig. 2a, c) (after Ref. [87]).
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two feedback systems: a negative one depressing the activity of its own gene and a

positive one that stimulates WC-1 and WC-2 synthesis. The amplitude of the FRQ-

oscillation is low at low levels of WCs and high at high levels of WCs.[102] Both the

amount of FRQ and of WC-1 are also controlled at the level of translation and/or

degradation. The FRQ is translocalized into the nucleus and interacts with the WC-

1/WC-2 complex (FRQ–WCC). Eventually FRQ is destroyed by proteasome-

catalyzed degradation. The FRQ hyperphosphorylation seems to play an important

role in the latter process.[103] Part of this phosphorylation is due to a

calcium/calmodulin dependent kinase (CAMK-1).[104]

The WC-1 and WC-2 proteins interact by means of PAS-domains, which is

the case of many proteins involved in the transmission of light (and other signals).

Upon light exposure WC-1 is phosphorylated, degraded, and replaced by newly

synthesized forms.[105] Possibly, these processes may also be initiated by

temperature changes, but this is not yet known. Another PAS-containing protein

(VIVID) was described in Neurospora that represses the light input and dampens

the phase-resetting response to light.[106]

Effects of temperature changes on frq mRNA and FRQ protein levels

provide valid explanations for the phase-shifting responses as described earlier.

When Neurospora is normally kept at 258C and then transferred to other

temperatures FRQ oscillates at 288C at a higher and at 218C at a lower level. All

temperature step-ups (at any phase) caused shifts from a low to a high level of

FRQ that are interpreted by the cell as a start from the minimum concentration of

FRQ (i.e., from ct 0–4) to the maximum which is reached 8–12 h later. All step

downs (at any phase) cause shifts from a high to a low level of FRQ that are

interpreted as a start from the maximum concentration of FRQ (i.e., ct 8–12[100]).

This means that every phase of the basic oscillator at 218C is interpreted as ct 0–4

when the temperature is elevated (step-up) and every phase at 288C as ct 8–12

when the temperature is lowered (step-down)[13] (Fig. 3d). It is interesting to note

Figure 3. Continued.
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that both, frq-mRNA and FRQ protein, increase after a step-up and decrease after a

step-down, but that only the FRQ level remains higher during higher temperatures

whereas the frq-mRNA level returns to the initial level. The permanently higher

level of FRQ at 288C is thus based on a posttranscriptional control mechanism,

also involving the predominance of the longer isoform of FRQ,[99] whereas the

mRNA level remains constant in the long run, which represents a case of

temperature compensation of the level whose mechanism is not clear.

Exposure of mycelia to an even higher temperature (388C) for 24 h, which is

above the permissive range of rhythmicity, seems to keep FRQ at a high level and

thus sets the clock to the state of maximum FRQ (i.e., ct 8–12 as concluded from

the phase at which the clock starts when shifted to 218C).

A corresponding time at 128C, which is a temperature below the permissive

range of rhythmicity, apparently sets the FRQ oscillation to its minimum by the

same reasoning as above. These assumptions were verified by measuring the

changes of FRQ after these shifts.[13] A conclusion drawn from these experiments

is that the phase of the oscillation is not determined by the absolute amounts of the

molecular components but by their mutual relationship. It is interesting to note that

the levels of frq mRNA at high temperature were low and at low temperature high,

i.e., that they changed inversely with FRQ levels.

Another result of earlier experiments may be explained by the recent

molecular findings relating to (constant) higher temperatures diminishing the

phase-shifting effects of light pulses.[107] This may be due to the higher level (or

amplitude) of FRQ at a higher temperature,[13] which will reduce the relative

induction of frq-mRNA and FRQ by light (see also Ref. [108]).

When comparing the effects of light with the effects of temperature some

similarities appear. High light intensities enhance the expression of frq[109,110]—as

does elevated temperature. The two Zeitgeber thus not only cause similar phase

shifts but also cause similar effects on the molecular level.[13] When both

Zeitgeber were applied to conidiating cultures in synchrony (light–dark, high–

low temperature) they reinforce each other, when applied 1808 out of phase

(light–low, dark–high) the regimen of the temperature Zeitgeber dominated over

the light regimen—consistent with the stronger (transcriptional and posttranscrip-

tional) activation of frq-expression.[13]

FRQ-less Oscillators

Experimental studies and model calculations have shown that phase

resetting, temperature- or light-entrainment, plus other dynamic behaviors of the

circadian sporulation rhythm in Neurospora can be explained by the above

described FRQ–WCC feedback loop. However, the existence of sporulation

rhythms in frq null strains such as in frq 9[111,112] as well as in frq null double

mutants,[113] shows that endogenous sporulation rhythmicity can occur even in the

absence of an operative FRQ protein.
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This oscillator, often described as FRQ-less oscillator (FLO), has now come

into focus by several studies as researchers try to understand the role of the FLO and

its relation to the FRQ–WCC feedback loop.[87,113] Merrow et al.[114] found that the

frq 9-mutant can be entrained by temperature cycles, but not by light cycles, and that

a functional FRQ-protein appears not necessary for temperature-entrainment.

Lakin-Thomas and Brody[113] who constructed the FRQ-less double mutants

strains chol-1 frq 9, chol-1 frq 10, chol-1 wc-1, chol-1 wc-2, cel frq 9, cel frq 10, and cel

wc-2 found that these double mutant strains were robustly rhythmic when assayed

under lipid-deficient conditions, indicating that free-running rhythmicity does not

require the frq, wc-1, and wc-2 gene products. However, all FLO-strains so far

investigated appear to have poor or no temperature-compensation together with poor

or no nutritional compensation.[112,113] This indicates that the FRQ/WCC is necessary

to maintain these important circadian properties. Thus, the FRQ–WCC feedback

loop appears to be important not only for light and temperature regulation but also for

nutritional compensation of Neurospora’s circadian clock.

Input Pathways

Various cellular second messenger levels (Ca2þ, cAMP, cGMP, and IP3) in N.

crassa are influenced by elevated temperatures.[115] Higher temperatures,

furthermore, caused an increased release of cAMP through the plasma

membrane.[116] A putative involvement of second messenger and protein

phosphorylation in phase shifting of the clock may be deduced from phase shifts

caused by pulses of calcium channel blockers, calmodulin inhibitors, and cAMP

analogs.[117] The temperature-induced changes in the amount of second messenger

molecules may change the activity of kinases involved in the phosphorylation of FRQ

and thereby reset the clock mechanism. This possibility was suggested earlier by

phase-shifting effects of the phosphatase inhibitors vanadate and molybdate.[98] Later

it was experimentally shown that FRQ phosphorylation affects clock properties.[103]

Other indirect temperature effects may exist, for example by changes of membrane

fluidity, ion homeostasis, or metabolite levels but are not yet identified. Again, a

particular problem is to explain the perception of small (28C) temperature differences.

Heat shock temperatures such as 458C inhibit the translational apparatus as

well as transcription and processing of mRNA[80] and will thus inhibit these

processes of the circadian clock mechanism.

ARTHROPODS: CRUSTACEANS

Crustaceans have been analyzed with respect to the entrainment of circadian

as well as tidal rhythms of (mainly) locomotor activity. Temperature changes may

act as Zeitgeber in both cases. For the tidal clock, however, temperature changes

seem to be enhanced by other signals such as changes in salinity, mechanical
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stimulation (turbidity) hydrostatic pressure, or wetting.[118 – 120] Little is known

presently on the molecular bases of these two clocks.

Among the littoral crustaceans the circadian rhythm shown by the fiddler

crab Uca is rephased by low temperature pulses[121,122] indicating a Zeitgeber

function. Constant lower temperature (98C) increased the amplitude of the ERG

rhythmicity in Procambarus clarkii.[123]

Experiments with different littoral species showed that their tidal rhythmicity

of about 12.4 h can be entrained by corresponding (for e.g., 6.2h:6.2h) temperature

changes (Carcinus,[124,125] Corophium volutator,[119] Penaeus indicus, and P.

monodon[120]). Application of a temperature difference of 108C, in combination with

other Zeitgeber, such as different salinities, enhanced the entraining effect.[120]

Phase-shifting effects of single temperature changes were also observed in

Synchelidium,[126] Carcinus,[125,127] and Corophium.[128] In particular, chilling

pulses of 58C or sub zero temperatures were applied and led to phase-dependent phase

shifts of the tidal rhythm of Corophium,[128] Bathyporeia,[129] and Eurydice.[130] In

Carcinus and Eurydice the induced phase shift was proportional to the duration of the

chilling period. The rhythm reentrained to the end of the cold pulse.

INSECTS

Two “hands” of the clock were mainly analyzed in insects: one is a

developmental event such as the emergence of the imago from the pupal case

(eclosion), the other is locomotor activity (mostly of the adult form).[4] When

development progresses to eclosion, its realization is often circadian phase-

dependent, a phenomenon called “gating.” One may suspect that the circadian

timing optimizes this developmental step with respect to the daily environmental

changes. The disadvantage of measuring a developmental event, which occurs

only once during the lifetime, is that the rhythmicity is apparent only in a

population of insects. Therefore, a perturbing pulse that is applied in order to

measure the subsequent phase shifts of the oscillation may act at different

developmental stages of individuals and may also interfere with the

developmental progress. Locomotor activity, in contrast, can be determined in

an individual insect for several to many days.

With respect to the temperature effects on circadian rhythms Drosophila species

have been the most researched insects (for the earlier literature see Ref. [131]).

Entrainment by Periodic Temperature Changes and Phase Shifts by
Temperature Steps or Pulses

Entrainment

The circadian rhythm of the eclosion of adult Drosophila flies from the pupal

case was first shown to be entrainable by temperature cycles of 10 or 88C
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differences[22,132] while a light–dark cycle is the main Zeitgeber. In contrast, the

eclosion rhythm of two Japanese strains of Chymomyza costata (Drosophilidae)

collected in Sapporo revealed a higher entrainability by temperature cycles of 48C

difference as compared to light/dark cycles. In these species, the majority of

eclosions occurred at the beginning of the higher temperature (or light) phase, with

a maximal amplitude at rather low mean temperatures (9–138C). These features

were interpreted as adaptation to higher latitudes where temperature changes

might be more pronounced compared to light–dark differences.[133] In high

altitude Himalayan strains of D. ananassae eclosion maxima always occurred

during the thermophase of temperature cycles (21/138C) whether they were

imposed in LL, DD, or during the dark or light phase of LD.[134] In these strains, no

rhythm was expressed at 13 and 178C, in contrast to wildtype strains and the case

described earlier.[133] There is, furthermore, a latitudinal cline in the variation of

the pacemaker amplitude in D. auraria and littoralis,[135] which in addition may

depend on the length of the photoperiod. The circadian amplitude therefore, was

suggested to be a sensor of photoperiodic (and thermoperiodic?) changes. It is an

interesting question on which molecular mechanisms these effects of different

ambient temperatures are based on. There is evidence that the different period

lengths and different temperature compensation of Drosophila melanogaster

strains living at different latitudes are related to different lengths of the (Thr-Gly)

sequence within the per gene (see Ref. [136], see also thermosensitive splicing

events below). As in many other cases a direct effect of temperature (or light), i.e.,

masking effects, may also play a role.

Temperature cycles of 48C difference were sufficient to entrain the eclosion

rhythm of Chironomus thummi.[137] A 148C difference was applied to entrain

eclosion in a butterfly (Iphiclides podalirius L.)[138] or a single cold pulse of 188C

difference in the leafcutter bee, Megachile rotundata F.[139] Interestingly, the

latter species is apparently not responsive to light/dark Zeitgeber signals.

The circadian locomotor activity rhythm of D. melanogaster was entrainable

by temperature changes of only 28C difference, at least in several (55%) of the

individuals.[140] Entrainment was also observed in blind flies subjected to a

temperature cycle of 38C.[141] Periodic temperatures of 12:12h (58C difference)

entrained the activity rhythm of wild type D. melanogaster as well as the

arrhythmic mutant per8 both under constant light (LL) or constant darkness (DD).

On the other hand, the long and short period mutants per L and per S were

entrained to the temperature cycle only in LL but not in DD.[142] Small

temperature changes of 28C were sufficient to entrain the locomotor activity of

60% of the individuals of Musca domestica[140] while a light/dark Zeitgeber of

3 lux difference was more efficient.

Larger temperature differences were applied to entrain the activity rhythm of

cockroaches[143,144] and crickets (Teleogryllus commodus ).[145] In both species a

temperature cycle entrained the activity rhythm after bilobectomy, which

abolished the free running rhythmicity.[144,145] The presence of transient periods

before entrainment as well as changing phase angles at the beginning of activity
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with varying period lengths of the temperature cycle led to the conclusion that the

temperature cycle does not induce activity directly (masking effect) but entrained

a rhythm independent of the optic lobes. This rhythm, however, was not capable of

maintaining a rhythmic activity under constant conditions.[144,145]

When light/dark and temperature cycles were applied simultaneously with the

temperature minimum at the end of the dark time (i.e., the natural case) the eclosion

peak of Drosophila pseudoobscura remained at its position at dawn. However, a

successive shift of the temperature minimum to later times in the light–dark cycle

successively shifted the phase of the eclosion peak up to about zt 15 (early dark time).

Further shifts of the temperature cycle resulted in a phase jump of the oscillator to the

dawn position.[22] A similar behavior was observed with the rhythms of

cockroaches[22] and Pectinophora gossypiella.[146] Such “forbidden” zones[22] in

the phase relations of the two Zeitgeber lead apparently to an unstable situation in the

entrained oscillator, a situation which may also explain the behavior of the eclosion

rhythm of C. thummi at different phase relations of the two Zeitgeber cycles.[137]

Different constant temperatures applied with a 12:12h light/dark cycle led to

different patterns of activity during the light or dark time in D. melanogaster.[142]

A semilunar emergence rhythm of about 15 d in a population of the intertidal

midge Clunio marinus was shown to be regulated by a combination of two

endogenous rhythms: (i) a circatidal rhythm entrained by tidal (12.4 h)

temperature cycles (about 48C difference) and (ii) a circadian rhythm entrained

by a 24h light/dark cycle.[147] The end of the warming interval seemed to be of

decisive importance as a time cue.

Phase Shifts

Temperature changes have been applied in the form of step-up and step-

down experiments, pulses and release assays. In D. pseudoobscura step-up (20–

288C) experiments led to different phase-dependent advance phase shifts while

step-down experiments led to only small and almost phase-independent delay

phase shifts of the circadian rhythm of eclosion.[132] The rather small phase shifts

reported in the latter article resulted from initially large phase shifts that were

successively reduced during subsequent cycles. This reversal was explained by

assuming two oscillators (A and B), of which the B oscillator was assumed to be

temperature sensitive, but resynchronized by the light-sensitive A oscillator.[22]

Winfree’s[148] experiments included release assays in which the D.

pseudoobscura cultures (kept at 208C) were exposed for different time intervals

to 298C and then released. Eclosion occurred rhythmically about 12 h (þ24 h)

after the return to 208C regardless of the duration of temperature exposure. The

phase at the time of release would correspond approximately to the phase at ct 12,

i.e., close to the minimal PER concentration (see later).

When applying temperature pulses of 108C up or down for 12, 6, or 3 h,

Chandrashekaran[149] found PRCs for the 12h pulses that were principally similar
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to those of Zimmerman et al.,[132] however, with larger delays but not as large as

those of Winfree.[148]

Altogether the PRCs with different exposure times to different temperatures

seem to belong to the weak (type 1) with maximally 6h phase shifts. The PRCs

differed in their position, when the beginning of the pulse was plotted at the ct

times of its application. However, using the midpoint or end of the pulse as

reference resulted in more consistent PRCs whose zero shift (crossover) for high

temperature pulses occurred at around ct 10 (low level of PER see later). Zero

phase shifts after low temperature pulses occurred later at ct 20–22, i.e., about

1808 out of phase with the PRC to positive pulses. In addition, these PRCs also

confirmed the dependency of the extent of phase shift on the duration of the pulse.

High temperature pulses in the range of 20–408C for a short duration of

4 min led to a PRC of phase-dependent different delay shifts (no advances) with a

maximum delay at about ct 12.[150] This difference in the position of the PRC

compared to the other PRCs[132,149] may be due to the high temperature amplitude

of the pulses that evoke heat shock response and strongly inhibit protein synthesis.

The phase-shifting effects of temperature pulses were also observed when

the circadian oscillations of the amounts of mRNA from the Drosophila clock

genes period (dper ) and timeless (dtim ) were measured.[21] A 30min exposure to

378C (from 268C) at zt 15 delayed both oscillations by about 4 h without any

change of the amplitudes, whereas the same temperature pulse at zt 21.5 did not

show effects on phase and amplitude of both oscillations. The CLOCK oscillation

will be shifted together with the phase shifting of the activity rhythm and of per

and tim mRNA. The oscillation of CLOCK, on the other hand, controls the

oscillation of 134 genes as concluded from microarray analysis,[151] which should

be shifted (and entrained) by temperature changes as well.

Pulses of low (28C) temperature caused delay phase shifts in the singing

activity of crickets, which is sometimes associated with a permanent change of the

free-running period length.[152] In Tenebrio molitor a down-shift of temperature

(58C) caused a transient shortening followed by a lengthening of the period of the

locomotor activity rhythm before the steady state period length was reached.[153]

These “after effects” of a temperature treatment are not yet understood in

molecular terms, even though the temperature effects on the phase seem to be

instantaneous in the case of 408 pulses as determined by a subsequent light

PRC.[150]

A low temperature pulse (68C for 2 h) given 30 min before a light pulse in

Drosophila delayed the light PRC for 1.5 h. This was attributed to the slowing of

processes between the photoreceptor and clock.[154]

Effects of Temperature on the Molecular Mechanism of the Clock

The basic molecular mechanism of the Drosophila clock consists of at least

one negative and one positive feedback system.[12,26] The negative feedback
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comprises the genes dper and dtim and their cycling products dper-mRNA and

dPER as well as dtim-mRNA and dTIM. The mRNAs peak during the early night

(ct 14), the proteins at about ct 18. dPER and dTIM interact via a PAS domain and

are transported into the nucleus. They interact negatively with transcription factors

encoded by dclock (dclk ) and cycle (cyc ) which both contain basic helix–loop–

helix (bHLH) DNA binding domains and PAS domains. dclk-mRNA and dCLK

exhibit circadian concentration changes with peaks around dawn (ct 0) while cyc-

mRNA and CYC do not cycle. dCLK/CYC heterodimers bind to E-boxes in the

promoters of dper and dtim and thus activate their transcription. dPER and dTIM

antagonize this activation by binding to CLK/CYC and thus form a negative

feedback loop.

dCLK and CYC somehow repress clk transcription, which is antagonized by

dPER and dTIM—two negative actions that amount to a positive loop. Another

transcription factor VRILLE (VRI) is also apparently involved in these loops.

dPER protein stability and degradation is controlled by a protein kinase (double

time (DBT)—a homolog of casein kinase I1 (CKI1). Light treatment causes

tyrosine phosphorylation and ubiquitination of dTIM, which is then degraded by

proteasomes. The entrainment by light is mediated by cryptochrome (dCRY) that

interacts with dTIM in a light-dependent manner[155] and correlates with dTIM

degradation. Because dTIM stabilizes dPER, the latter protein is also increasingly

degraded by the action of light. A cryb mutation renders the mutants blind, i.e.,

they are no longer entrained by light/dark cycle but only by a temperature

cycle.[156]

Temperature pulses of 378C and also pulses of 34 and 318C, applied at zt 15

or 21.5, led to dose-dependent reductions in the amounts of PER and TIM

proteins,[21] which suggests posttranscriptional effects of higher temperature on

the synthesis and/or degradation of these proteins. In spite of these drastic effects,

only heat treatment at zt 15 led to a phase delay of several hours of the PER and

TIM oscillations. After high temperature treatment at zt 15 the amplitudes of both

PER and TIM abundance were reduced about 2-fold. Heat treatment also retarded

PER (and perhaps TIM) phosphorylation. Heat treatment at this circadian phase

thus caused similar effects as light treatment.[157 – 160]

At zt 21.5 the induced decrease of PER and TIM is followed by a rapid

increase in PER (and to a less extent in TIM) but did not cause lasting phase shifts

of their oscillations. This is in contrast to the effects of light pulses at this time,

which cause a 2h phase advance of the overt rhythm and premature disappearance

of TIM and then PER.[157 – 160]

The mechanisms responsible for the heat-induced decrease of PER and TIM

are not clear: inhibition of synthesis, increased degradation, or both. Also, it is not

known, why a rapid recovery particularly in the amount of PER occurs after a heat

pulse at zt 21.5, which may be the major reason for the lack of phase shift at this

time. Heat shock proteins seem not to play a role in the phase shifting by

temperature pulses, as shown by a mutant, which is defective in HSF activity.[161]

Such an involvement of HSPs was hypothesized earlier on the basis of similarities
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between heat shock-inducing and phase-shifting agents (see Ref. [94], also Ref.

[162]).

A comparison between the position of the PRC toward temperature changes

of 8[149] or 208C[150] with the oscillatory levels of PER and TIM which peak

around ct 18–21 reveals that maximal phase delays are observed when pulses

were applied during the increasing limb of the oscillation. Zero phase shifts were

observed at around ct 8–10 corresponding to the minimum of PER/TIM levels—

the phase at which the clock is probably held when exposed to 288C for a longer

period of time.[148]

Apart from the temperature effects on the amount of PER/TIM a possible

influence of temperature changes on dimerization (PER/PER or PER/TIM) and the

translocation of the dimers into the nucleus were discussed,[163] an effect which

may eventually be involved in temperature compensation.

Recently, it was shown that a thermosensitive splicing event in the 30

untranslated region (UTR) of the per-mRNA plays an important role in the

adaptation of Drosophila to low temperatures. Low temperatures cause an

enhanced splicing of this intron and advances per-mRNA accumulation.[164]

It is not yet clear, how many master clocks (or submaster clocks) determine the

behavioral and physiological circadian rhythms of Drosophila. Even though it is

now clear that the main clock for the activity rhythm is located in the optic lobes,[165]

and that the molecular mechanism of this clock is temperature sensitive, clocks also

exist in other parts of the brain and in various tissues of Drosophila,[166] which may

be responsible for the additional clocks postulated by Pittendrigh,[22] Page,[144]

Rence and Loher,[145] and Mack and Engelmann.[167] A major circadian pacemaker

seems to exist in the prothoracic glands (PG) of Rhodnius prolixus that is

photosensitive and maintains a circadian rhythmicity of ecdysteroid synthesis.[168]

The PGs receive rhythmic signals from the brain via a rhythmic release of

prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH)[169] and generate a circadian rhythm of

ecdysteroids in the hemolymph,[170] which, in turn, leads to rhythmic ecdysis[171]

and activation of ecdysteroid-dependent developmental genes.

VERTEBRATES

The function of temperature changes as Zeitgeber signals for the vertebrate

circadian clocks have been analyzed in the past 40 yr mainly in reptiles and

mammals, representing ectothermic (poikilothermic) and endothermic (home-

othermic) animals. Hoffmann[6] summarized the 1969 available data and came to

the conclusion that “temperature cycles are strong Zeitgebers for poikilothermic

organisms, but only very weak ones for homoiotherms.” He further stated that

entrainment by temperature cycles depends on the Zeitgeber strength (i.e.,

amplitude and form), on the difference between the endogenous and Zeitgeber

period length, and on species-specific and intraspecific (seasonal, age or

development-specific) differences in sensitivity toward temperature changes. He
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also emphasized that temperature cycles often affect circadian variables, such as

locomotor activity, directly (“masking”[172,173]) and thus simulate entrainment.

The above conclusions by Hoffmann[6] were corroborated and differentiated in the

following decades. Many studies dealt with the hormonal (particularly melatonin)

response as well as cellular and molecular reactions to the temperature changes

plus the effects of the temperature-induced and experimental melatonin changes

on the clock. In addition, the effects of different constant temperatures on the

amplitude of circadian oscillations were explored.

FISH, AMPHIBIA, AND REPTILES: ECTOTHERMS
(POIKILOTHERMS)

The reptiles have been the main subjects of research among the ectothermic

group of vertebrates. Initially, the entraining effects of temperature cycles on the

circadian rhythm of locomotor activity were analyzed. Subsequent studies assessed

the influence of constant or cyclic temperatures on plasma and pineal melatonin

rhythmicity as well as the entraining effects of periodic melatonin changes.

Entrainment by Periodic Temperature Changes, Phase Shifts by
Temperature Steps or Pulses, and Effects of Temperature on

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

Entrainment

In 1968, Hoffmann demonstrated that 24h temperature cycles of rather low

amplitude entrained the locomotor activity rhythm of Lacerta sicula: Cyclic 24h

temperature differences of 7.2, 3.6, and 1.68C resulted in synchronization of

almost all tested individuals, while a difference of 0.98C still entrained 2 of 8

lizards. A so-called relative coordination, i.e., partial entrainment at certain phase

relationships was observed in several individuals under temperature cycles of low

amplitude.[174] Hoffmann also discussed and applied rigid criteria for entrainment

by temperature changes in contrast to masking effects and demonstrated true

temperature entrainment in these lizards.

Evans[175] exposed lizards (Uta stansburiana ) to light and temperature

cycles of different frequencies and found that they were entrained better by the

temperature cycles. Recently, it was confirmed that the circadian locomotor

activity rhythm of ruin lizards (Podarcis sicula campestris ) were entrained by

temperature cycles of 3 and 1.78C difference. In addition, it was shown that a

bimodal (splitting) pattern occurred under these conditions that persisted in

subsequent constant conditions, although its expression depended on the

respective season.[176]

Later research on temperature effects on the circadian clocks of ectotherms

predominantly focused on the melatonin rhythmicity in retinae, pineal, parietal
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eye, and plasma. With respect to entrainment, it is important to determine whether

the melatonin-producing tissue possesses an autonomous clock and whether the

temperature effects are due to masking. The different melatonin-producing organs

show class and perhaps species-specific as well as seasonal differences in their

clock autonomy. Some indirect evidence for the existence of an autonomous clock

was reported for the isolated pineal of the lamprey (Lampetra japonica ),[177] while

no significant rhythmicity of melatonin secretion was observed in the pineal

complex of the lamprey Petromyzon marinus in vitro.[178] It is, however, not easy

to decide whether the in vitro conditions allowed or suppressed rhythmicity. A

“circadian-like” secretion pattern was described in the cultured pineal organs of a

teleost fish (Catostomus commersoni ) in DD at 208C, but not at 108C,[179] and in

Esox lucius,[180] whereas the cultured pineal of the rainbow trout did not show a

rhythmic modulation of melatonin production.[181]

Divergent results on the existence of an autonomous clock were also

obtained with cultured pineals of reptiles. An autonomous clock was documented

in the lizard Anolis carolinensis[182] but not in the gecko (Christinus

marmoratus ).[183]

The observed in vitro effects of thermocycles on pineal organs lacking an

autonomous clock thus must be mediated directly, whereas the effects on pineal

organs possessing clock(s) may be partly due to entrainment and partly due to

direct effects (masking). The same is true for in vivo experiments, where

pacemaker located elsewhere may control the melatonin rhythmicity. In all cases it

is difficult to apply the rigid criteria for true entrainment postulated by

Hoffmann.[5,6]

In spite of these difficulties there is evidence that temperature cycles entrain

the autonomous melatonin rhythmicity of isolated pineals of C. commersoni[184]

and E. lucius[185] as well as the in vivo pineal melatonin rhythm of A.

carolinensis.[186,187] This was evident even with temperature cycles of only 28C

difference in otherwise constant conditions (LL or DD). Entrainment by a

temperature cycle was also shown for the blood plasma melatonin rhythm of the

lizard Tiliqua rugosa, in this case with a high amplitude cycle of 188C difference

(33–158C).[188]

Under a temperature cycle, the melatonin peak in most cases (except in E.

lucius ) occurs during the cold (cryo)phase, which corresponds to the dark phase

under normal conditions. Since there appears to be no autonomous clock in the

pineal explants of the gecko C. marmoratus the observed daily rhythm of

melatonin production under a thermocycle of (30/158C) must be a direct effect of

the temperature change.[189]

Many experiments were conducted to elucidate the combined effects of

temperature and light–dark cycles on the melatonin rhythm, either in phase or in

various different phase relations of the two Zeitgeber cycles. Again, it is difficult

to decide which of the observed effects were due to entrainment or due to a direct

(masking) effect on melatonin production. In isolated eyecups of Rana perezi, the

phase of the melatonin production rhythmicity appears to be determined only by
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the light–dark cycle (maximum melatonin in the dark) while the amplitude is

highest when the thermocycle (25/158C) is in phase with the light–dark cycle and

lower when the thermocycle is 1808 out of phase.[190] A predominant

determination of the phase by a thermocycle (32/208C) (maximum melatonin in

cryophase), on the other hand, was found in the pineals of A. carolinensis.[186] The

influence of both cycles on the phase of the melatonin rhythm, however, depended

on their respective amplitudes.[187] Different phase relationships between

light/dark and temperature (33/168C) cycles resulted in different phases and

amplitudes of the blood plasma melatonin rhythm in T. rugosa with a maximum

when the cryophase was aligned with the beginning of the dark phase.[188,191]

There was also an effect of the duration of the thermophase on the amplitude of the

melatonin rhythmicity.[192]

Also in the case of solely direct effects of light and temperature signals on the

explanted pineals of C. marmoratus, highest amplitude of the induced melatonin

rhythm is observed when dark and cryophase coincide; lowest amplitude (and a

shifted phase) occur when the cycles are 1808 out of phase.[189]

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

Different constant temperatures limit the expression of circadian rhythmicity

and influence its amplitude within the permissive range of temperatures. In

different lamprey species, the amplitude of the melatonin rhythm in cultured

pineals under LD was low at 108C[178] or absent,[177] but high at 208C, which is

similar to results with isolated pineals of a teleost (C. commersoni ).[179] In

cultured pineals of the trout kept in DD an increase in the temperature from 9 to

278C resulted in an increase in melatonin production up to an optimum at 188C and

decrease at higher temperatures. The sensitivity to the suppression by light also

changed with the different temperatures.[181]

The amplitude of the melatonin rhythm in the pineal, lateral eyes and plasma

of the frog R. perezi under DD was greater at a high constant temperature of 258C

and abolished at low temperatures of 88C.[193] The melatonin rhythm in isolated

eyecups of R. perezi in LD displayed its highest amplitude at 158C and lower

amplitudes at 5 and 258C.[190] Similar temperature dependencies of the amplitude

of the melatonin rhythm were observed in Necturus maculosus[194] and in reptiles,

such as Nerodia rhombifera.[195] In the lizard Trachydosaurus rugosus the

melatonin rhythm in the pineal, the parietal eye, and blood plasma was abolished

at constant 168C but was present at 308C.[196] Abolishment of the pineal melatonin

rhythm in A. carolinensis was observed at 108C.[187] Clear effects of the

environmental temperature on the daily rhythm of melatonin production were also

reported for the box turtle (Terrapene carolina ).[197]

These observations suggest a species (and probably season and development)

specific optimum temperature for the maximal amplitude of melatonin production

and release. This may involve temperature dependencies of the amplitude (or

level) of clock variables as for example in Neurospora (see earlier), but may also
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represent direct temperature effects on synthesis or degradation of the melatonin-

synthesizing enzymes, second messenger and other signal pathways as well as on

the responsiveness to light (see later). The lower and upper limits of the expression

of rhythmicity also appear to be species-specific but they also seem to depend on

other factors.

Effect of Temperature on the Molecular Mechanism of the Clock

Molecular Mechanism

In reptiles, a multi-oscillatory system of autonomous clocks exists consisting of

the tissues of the pineal, parietal eye, and retinae, which produce a rhythmic melatonin

output, whose importance varies with species and season.[198–200] As concluded

from suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) lesion experiments,[201] the SCN of the lizard

(Podarcis sicula ) apparently play a similar role as pacemaker as in mammals. They

control the locomotor activity rhythm and mediate the entrainment of this rhythm

by light. The molecular mechanisms of these autonomous (or dependent) clocks are

not yet known but they are probably similar to those in mammals (see later).

Input Pathways

As in plants, fungi, and arthropods, different temperatures and temperature

changes in ectothermic vertebrates may act directly on the various autonomous

clocks in the tissues mentioned earlier, and probably also act on the as yet

unknown peripheral clocks in other tissues. In addition to these direct effects a

signal pathway for temperature changes to the clock apparently exists via

melatonin changes, which are known to be affected by temperature and to be

involved in the mediation of light signals. Daily melatonin injections were able to

entrain the locomotor activity of P. sicula (in the summer) that was abolished by

SCN ablation.[200] Similar results were obtained with daily melatonin infusions in

pinealectomized and pineal-intact lizards (Sceloporus occidentalis ).[202] Con-

tinuous administration of low doses of melatonin to the lizard A. carolinensis

caused either arrhythmicity, shortening of the free running periodlength, or

suppression of activity, indicating that melatonin can affect both the expression of

the activity rhythm as well as properties of the circadian clock driving the activity

rhythm.[203] Melatonin also affects the body temperature rhythm: Pinealectomized

iguana (Iguana iguana ) displayed an attenuated amplitude of the (self-selected)

body temperature rhythm while daily intraperitoneal injections of melatonin a few

minutes after the light to dark transition increased the amplitude of the body

temperature rhythm.[204] Since the selected body temperature rhythm shows a

rather high difference of about 108C, about 388C at day time and 288C at night[204]

and varies with season,[205] this rhythm represents an endogenous thermocycle

that may itself serve as internal entraining mechanism for autonomous and
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peripheral clocks and may thus feed back on the melatonin and activity rhythm

(Fig. 4).

The melatonin production in the eye cups of R. perezi is directly affected by

temperature changes. Temperature increments induced equivalent reductions of

serotonin N-acetyltransferase (NAT) activity, which appears to be due to a greater

increase in the rate of enzyme degradation compared to the rate of

synthesis.[190,206] Other possible temperature effects on melatonin production

may involve second messenger changes as were shown for Neurospora and

mammalian cells. The effects of melatonin on the SCN and other targets, on the

other hand, are mediated by melatonin receptors, G-proteins, and various kinases

that may act on components of the clock (see mammals later). Apart from

melatonin, other hormonal glands and their rhythmic output may be influenced by

temperature changes and may be involved in the mediation of temperature signals,

but are not yet analyzed.

BIRDS, MAMMALS: ENDOTHERMS (HOMEOTHERMS)

Temperature changes are generally less-important Zeitgeber signals for the

circadian clocks of endothermic (homeothermic) than ectothermic (poikilothermic)

Figure 4. Schematic picture of temperature (and light) effects on the eyes, the pineal, and SCN of

vertebrates. The body temperature rhythm may be controlled by temperature selection in lizards or

autonomously by birds and mammals. Changes of body temperature by external temperatures, by

self-selection, locomotor activity, or endogenous rhythmicity may entrain or shift the pacemaker and

peripheral clocks. The same applies to the melatonin rhythmicity which, in turn, may also be

entrained by periodic signals from the SCN, light (*except mammals), and body temperature.
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animals.[1,6,173] This observation can also be deduced from a priori reasoning: a

homeostatic regulation of the body temperature should render the organism less

sensitive to environmental temperature changes. This was principally corroborated

by a series of studies published during the last three decades. Among mammals,

however, a group of so-called heterothermic animals appear to be more sensitive to

temperature signals. They are adapted to seasonal low temperatures by lowering their

body temperature correspondingly or show a daily topor (low-temperature phase),

which in many species occurs during the day. Even in normothermic mammals, the

effects of temperature cycles and of different constant temperatures on the phase,

amplitude, and level of the circadian rhythm cannot be neglected. As in ectotherms,

several studies on the effects of temperature changes in endothermic animals were

conducted with cell or organ cultures of pineals or the SCN in order to test their

responses. As yet no direct influences on the molecular mechanisms of the clock have

been analyzed.

Entrainment by Periodic Temperature Changes, Phase Shifts by
Temperature Pulses, and Effects of Temperature on Expression,

Amplitude, and Level

Entrainment and Phase Shifts

Entrainment by periodic temperature changes has been studied primarily by

measuring the locomotor activity mainly of mammals. As already discussed in the

previous section, it is difficult to determine true entrainment because of strong

positive or negative masking of locomotor activity. This problem can in principle

be overcome by the criteria proposed by Hoffmann[6] and by establishing PRCs.

When reviewing the literature some 30 yr ago, Hoffmann[6,7] registered a

lack of clear entrainment by periodic temperature changes in mammals and birds.

Since then additional species have been studied with respect to the influence of

periodic temperature changes on the circadian rhythm. The results of these studies

revealed, apart from some exceptions, equally large individual differences as

previously stated by Hoffmann.[7] Only limited data are available on temperature

entrainment of birds (Table 1).

In normothermic mammals (Table 1) periodic temperature differences

between 4 and 148C entrained the rhythmicity in some species, but often not all

individuals of the tested group. Other species did not respond. The activity of the

responding individuals is confined to the warm or cold phase, which, however,

does not always correspond to confinement of activity to the light- or dark-phase,

respectively. The confinement probably depends on the respective temperatures

during the warm and cold phase and the body temperature regulation. The activity

is often heavily masked, either positively or negatively (see Refs. [6,173,207,208]

and many other cases). However, the release of the activity rhythm into constant

conditions as well as PRCs to temperature pulses, for example with rats[209] show a

true Zeitgeber effect of the temperature changes. In marmosets, however, no PRCs
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were observed after temperature pulses even though other temperature effects

were observed.[210]

Among mammals, a heterogeneous group of species, the so-called

heterotherms show a variable body temperature regulation with daily (little

Table 1. Entrainment by 24h Temperature Cycles in Birds and Mammals (Normotherms,

Heterotherms)

Species

T8C

Difference Entrained

c/w

Active References

Birds

House sparrow (Passer domesticus ) 37–41 þ [7]

32–35 ^

17–23 2

House finch (Carpodacus mexicanus ) 18 [214]

Mammals normotherms

Rock pocket mouse (Perognathus

intermedius )

9 2 [215]

Flying squirrel (Glaucomys volans ) 10 2 [173]

Rat (Rattus norvegicus ) 13 2 (þ) [216]

Squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciurius ) 8 2 [217]

15–16 þ (2 ) c (w) [218]

Bat (Phyllostomus discolor ) 10 2 [213]

Common marmoset (Callithrix j. jacchus ) 10 þ (þ ) w [210]

Marsupial mouse—stripe-faced dunnart

(Sminthopsis macroura )

14 2 (þ) c [207]

Antelope ground squirrel (Ammospermophilus

leucurus )

6–12 þ (2 ) c [212]

4 2 (þ)

Common mole-rat (Cryptomys hottentotus ) 6 þ w [219]

Pig-tailed macaque (Macaca nemistrina ) 15 þ (2 ) w [220]

Eutamias sibiricus 2 2 [6]

Mouse 15 2 (þ) [7]

(Apodemus sylvaticus ) 26

(A. flavicollis )

Microtus oeconomus 6.5 2 (þ) [221]

Eutamias sibiricus 8

Citellus undulates 12.5

Palm Squirrel (Funambulus pennanti ) 10–16 þ (2 ) c (w) [222]

Mammals heterotherms

Little pocket mouse (Perognathus

longimembris )

1.5–10 þ c [211]

1.1 2

Bat (Molossus ater ) 10 þ (2 ) c (w) [213]

Syrian hamster (Mesocricetus auratus ) 6–12 þ (2 ) w [212]

4 2 (þ)

T8C—temperature difference applied, entrained—degree of entrainment: þ—most, (þ )—a few,

(2 )—a few not, 2—most individuals not entrained, c—cold active, w—warm active.
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pocket mouse, see Ref. [211]) or seasonal (Syrian hamster, see Ref. [212]) lower

body temperature. At least the little pocket mouse showed high entrainment

sensitivity to temperature cycles and responded to differences of only 1.58C. The

PRC to 108C pulses belonged to the strong (0) type.[211] Whether or not these

responses allow a rigid distinction between hetero- and normothermic mammals

cannot be answered presently on the basis of a limited number of species tested

(see Refs. [212,213]).

Cultured pineal cells of chicks (Gallus domesticus ) contain an autonomous

clock as concluded from a continued rhythm of melatonin production in constant

conditions,[223] its temperature compensation,[224] and response to light (see, e.g.,

Ref. [225]). This melatonin rhythm can be entrained by a temperature cycle of 18 h

at 378C and 6 h at 428C as judged from the phase of the melatonin rhythm after

release into constant conditions.[224] In addition, 108C warm temperature pulses

(6 h 428C) in constant darkness shift the phase of the rhythm almost exactly as a 6h

light pulse (type 0 PRC, Fig. 5a, see Ref. [224]). Similar PRCs were earlier

described by Zatz et al.[226] The most important autonomous clock of mammals,

the SCN, also showed continued circadian oscillations in neuronal activity when

kept as slices in tissue culture.[227] The period of the rhythm is temperature

compensated ðQ10 ¼ 0:99Þ and can be phase-shifted by 2h temperature pulses of

38C difference, from 34 to 378C.[228] The resulting PRC (Fig. 5b) is similar to the

PRC of light signals for the locomotor activity rhythm.[229] There is also a linear

relationship between temperature pulse duration and magnitude of the phase shift

(Fig. 5c, seeRef. [228]).

Expression, Amplitude, and Level

The limits of expression of circadian rhythms under different temperatures as

well as the initiation of expression by a temperature shift are not usually easy to

test in endothermic animals, even though the circadian rhythm of locomotor

activity is suppressed by high as well as by low temperatures. Heterothermic

mammals with daily or seasonal topor, however, apparently possess a functioning

clock in the SCN during this state, since the arousal from topor usually occurs at a

certain circadian phase.[211,231] Disappearance of the rhythmicity at lower

temperatures was observed in chick pineals cells in culture; the circadian

melatonin rhythm was abolished at 318C.[224]

The temperature dependence of the circadian amplitude or level in vivo

was often determined in the locomotor activity. For the locomotor activity

rhythm Aschoff and Wever[232] introduced parameters such as the duration of

activity and rest time (a, 6 ) and their ratio as well as the total amount of

activity. Both parameters may correlate with amplitude and level of locomotor

activity and are thus no clear indicators for either parameter. In the light-active

chaffinch Fringilla coelebs, e.g., an increase of the temperature from 10 to

258C was associated with an increase in the amount of activity (15–20%), a
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Figure 5. PRCs to positive temperature (and light) pulses in chick pineal cells and rat SCN in

culture. (a) PRCs to 6h pulses of 428C (þ108C difference), solid circles (after Ref. [224]), and to 6h

light, open circles (after Ref. [230]) in chick pineal cells in culture. Points and bars represent the

mean ^ 95% confidence limits; plotted is the time where the pulse is initiated. (b) PRC to 2h pulses

of 378C (þ38C difference) in rat SCN in culture. Points and bars represent the mean ^ SE of 3–6

trials, except at ct 16 and 18 ðn ¼ 2 each). Plotted is the time of the midpoint of the temperature pulse

(after Ref. [228]). (c) Phase shift magnitude (max delay) increases linearly with pulse durations

(abscissa): Solid line: first order regression ðr ¼ 0:95; p , 0:0001Þ (after Ref. [228]).
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shortening of the period length by 0.3 h and individually different changes of

a/6. However, in the dark-active Fat Dormouse (Glis glis L.) higher

temperatures led to a decrease in the amount of activity by as much as 25%,

and to an increase of the period length by 0.5 h per 108C.[233] The changes of

the period length correlate with phase alterations with respect to a light–dark

cycle, the chaffinch increases the positive phase angle between beginning of

activity and light-on with increasing temperature, while the Fat dormouse

increases the negative phase angle.[208] In the common marmoset Calithrix j.

jacchus the amount of activity was highest at 258 and was lower at 208C (76%)

and 308C (69%) while the period length changed individually in different

directions.[210] The amount of activity in the Colombian Owl Monkey Aotus

lemurinus griseimembra was highest at 208C and lower at 25 and 308C.[234] In

the latter case, activity was recorded in LD and turned out to be restricted to

the dark phase. Since light suppressed the locomotor activity, the observed

activity may well be due to changes in the level rather than the amplitude.

Pohl[208] reviewing the available data on the temperature dependence of the

amount of activity in birds and mammals concluded that there is probably an

optimum temperature as well as an optimum light intensity for activity, but that the

temperature and light dependencies are not necessarily correlated. The

temperature-optimum seems to depend on energy expenditure and body

temperature regulation.

In chick pineal cells in culture, the highest amplitude of the rhythm of

melatonin secretion in LD and DD was observed at 408C and decreased with lower

temperatures,[224,226] while 46.78C stopped melatonin production within a few

hours.[226] The period length of this rhythm was temperature compensated over the

range of 34–408C ðQ10 ¼ 0:83Þ:[224]

Rat SCN slices in culture also showed a higher amplitude of circadian

rhythm of the firing rate at 378C compared to 318C, while the period length was

compensated ðQ10 ¼ 0:99; see Ref. [228]).

From the few systematic data relating to the temperature effects on the

amplitude, one may conclude that temperature has a definite influence on this

parameter. The maximum amplitude (and level), however, seems to vary in a

species and possibly seasonal and development-specific way.

Effects of Temperature on the Molecular Mechanism of the Clock

Molecular Mechanism

In birds, the autonomous circadian system, i.e., the pacemaking clocks are

localized in the SCN, in the pineal,[235] and in the eyes.[236] A mutual interaction

(coupling) between these pacemaker sites as well as interactions with other

hormonal glands may be a prerequisite for the maintenance of a stable circadian

organization even under constant conditions (Fig. 4). This probably includes as

well the synchronization of peripheral clocks in various tissues that exist in
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mammals (see later). The significance of the pineal and eyes for this coupled

system may vary in a species-specific way. The molecular mechanism of the

autonomous and peripheral clocks are not yet known in detail but are probably

similar to that unraveled in mice (see later), which is supported by an analysis of

the chick pineal clock.[237]

The autonomous pacemaker sites in mammals are restricted, as presently

understood, to the SCN and, at least in some species, to the eyes,[238] while the

food-entrainable oscillator (FEO) is not yet localized.[239] The pineal is

apparently not autonomously oscillating in its melatonin production and

secretion but depends on rhythmic neuronal input from the SCN. The SCN may

contain more than one master oscillator each consisting of a number of coupled

clock-containing neurons.[240,241] When hamster SCN were sectioned in a

vertical plane, the anterior and posterior parts showed two peaks of neuronal

firing activity, one tied to the morning (light on) the other to the evening (light

off) signals.[242] Also, the left and right portions of the SCN oscillators may

oscillate 1808 out of phase in desynchronized hamsters.[243] The often observed

phenomenon of “splitting,” i.e., the appearance of two tracks of locomotor

activity for example under a thermocycle,[212] or under low light intensities,

sometimes with different period lengths,[244] may thus be due to a

desynchronization of clocks in the SCN.

The peripheral clocks in the various tissues of a mammal are entrained by the

SCN, probably by means of melatonin and other hormones, by food intake,[245,246]

serum components,[247] drugs affecting the actions of neurotransmitters,[248] and

possibly by rhythmic changes of the body temperature (see later).

The molecular mechanism of the mammalian SCN clock shows several

components that are homologous to the Drosophila clock but seem to be

functionally and structurally different (reviews: see Refs. [26,249–252]). The

clock genes include 3 period homologs (mper 1, 2, 3) a clk homolog (mclk) and a

cyc homolog (bmal1 or mop3 ). The mper homologs all cycle in their expression at

the mRNA and protein level, the latter peaking near the end of the subjective day

and beginning of subjective night (,ct 10–13). The positive elements of the clock

mechanism are the transcription factors mCLK and BMAL1, interacting with each

other by the PAS domain and forming a bHLH DNA binding motif. In rodents,

bmal1 mRNA and protein level cycle with a peak during the subjective night (ct

18) while mclk mRNA does not cycle.

All mPER proteins exert negative effects on mCLK/BMAL1-mediated gene

activation, however, not as effective as PER/TIM in Drosophila. Perhaps, the

negative feedback of mPER is supplied by two mammalian cryptochromes,

mCRY1- and mCRY2, which strongly inhibit mCLK/BMAL1. Their messages as

well as their proteins cycle in synchrony with those of the per genes. All three

mPERs associate with each other and with the mCRYs. They all seem to bind to

mCLK/BMAL1, suggesting the existence of higher order complexes that

negatively regulate their own genes but may affect other processes as well. There

also seems to exist a positive feedback between mPER2 (plus CRY1 and CRY2)
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and the activation of Bmal1 which oscillates 1808 out of phase with mper

expression, while BMAL1/CLOCK represses Bmal1.[253]

Input Pathways

Since light signals reset the (light sensitive) SCN clock in mammals by rapid

induction of mper1 transcription[254] and since light and positive temperature

pulses shift the clock in isolated SCN slices almost identically (Fig. 5b), it appears

likely that positive temperature pulses may exert the same inductive function on

mper1 as light. In rats, light also triggers the degradation of BMAL1.[255] These

effects of light are transmitted by neurons of the retino-hypothalamic tract via

glutamate as neurotransmitter and NMDA-receptors.[256]

Several intracellular signal pathways may be involved in the transmission of

light signals from the NMDA-receptors to the clock mechanism (reviews: see

Refs. [26,252]) which eventually results in the activation of genes such as those for

the transcription factor AP-1 (c-fos, c-jun, and jun-B ) and for the genes mper1 and

mper2. An early step in the transmission of the light signal seems to be the influx

of calcium and the activation of nitric oxide synthase.[257] Intermediate steps

involve phosphorylation of cAMP-response element binding protein (CREB) by

protein kinase A, as well as the activation of Ca2þ-calmodulin-dependent kinase,

and MAP kinase. It is not yet known whether phospho CREB directly induces

transcription from the per-1 promoter which contains multiple CRE. Protein

kinase C, glucocorticoid hormones, and Ca2þ can all induce a transient increase of

mper1 suggesting several signal pathways involved in the induction. Another

pathway for external signals may act on the stability or degradation of mPER1

which depends on its phosphorylation by a casein kinase (CKI1,[258]), the

mammalian homolog of DOUBLE TIME in Drosophila. The mPER1 and mPER2,

CLOCK and BMAL1 undergo robust circadian changes in phosphorylation.[259]

Over-expression of CKI1 leads to decreased mPER1 protein half-life and alters the

nucleocytoplasmic localization of proteins. The CKI1 binds to PER proteins and

possibly also to higher order complexes with CRY1, CRY2, and BMAL1 which

are also phosphorylated by this enzyme.[260] It is interesting to note that an

important output of the SCN clock is apparently modulation of the calcium current

and corresponding change of the membrane potential and spike frequency.[261] A

circadian modulation of calcium levels in the SCN cells is also described[262] and

may be subject to temperature changes.

External temperature changes may act on exposed tissues of birds and mammals

such as skin and connective tissues, eyes, and brain,[210,228] more than on core tissues

(Fig. 4). In the in vitro experiments with bird pineals or rat SCN slices (see earlier), the

temperature changes act directly on the cells and on the molecular mechanism of the

clock. In the latter cases a rise of temperature may also elicit effects on ion and second

messenger levels, which are known from heat shock experiments with human

epidermoid A431-cells[263,264] and rat C6 glioma cells[265], which are at least partly
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similar to the effects of light. Similar also is the elevated expression of c-fos

proto-oncogene after heat shock as observed in HeLa cells.[266] Beyond a certain

cell specific temperature threshold, however, high temperatures may inhibit

transcription and translation and lead to arrhythmicity as observed in bird pineals.[224]

It is not known, whether neuronal pathways from temperature receptors to

pacemaker clocks exist that might transduce temperature signals. In view of the

low sensitivity of birds and mammals to rather high external temperature changes,

the existence of such pathways appears unlikely.

An interesting possibility of temperature entrainment was suggested by Tosini

and Menaker[204] and Ruby et al.[228] that the internal temperature cycle in reptiles

(by self-selected external temperatures) and in birds and mammals (by

neuronal/hormonal and/or behavioral control) may represent an internal periodic

entrainment signal that influences for example the melatonin rhythmicity and vice

versa (Fig. 4). The differences between maximum and minimum of the body

temperature varies in different species from rather low values (0.6–18C in humans)

to considerably higher values (3–48C in Callithrix,[210] or 3.58C in desert mice

(Acomys cahirinus ) during all seasons, and 6.58C (Acomys russatus ) during the hot

season,[267] see also Ref. [268]). As most cells from plants, fungi, ectothermic

reptiles, and heterothermic mammal were shown to perceive temperature

differences of about 1.5–28C, a body and brain temperature rhythm with a

corresponding amplitude may be sufficient to drive at least the peripheral clocks or

even the master clocks. Pineal enzymes involved in the synthesis of melatonin

appear to be highly sensitive to temperature changes: The biosynthesis of melatonin

in chick pineal cells shows a Q10 of .II[224] which may be due to the activities of

NAT as well as of the tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH, see Ref. [269]), while

temperature pulses of 428C (or higher) acutely inhibit melatonin release at every

phase tested.[224,226]

The autonomous melatonin rhythmicity in eyes and pineals of birds and in

the eyes of mammals, as well as the neuronally controlled melatonin rhythmicity

in the pineals of mammals, may thus be influenced not only by light signals but in

addition by exogenous and endogenous thermal signals. This type of internal

synchronization would represent a multiple feedback system where periodic

outputs feed back to the oscillator. Locomotor activity was shown to act as a

nonphotic Zeitgeber of the clock,[270] which also might act by way of increasing

the body temperature (Fig. 4).

The melatonin rhythmicity, on the other hand is able to entrain the locomotor

activity rhythm of birds and mammals as shown by daily melatonin

administration[271,272] and to enhance adaptation during and after transmeridian

flights of humans (2–5 mg taken at the bedtime of destination) as revealed from

many studies.[273] Melatonin mediates its effects on the SCN as well as on other

tissues through G protein-coupled receptors MT(1), MT(2) and, possibly,

MT(3).[274] In GnRH neurons melatonin led to inhibition of forskolin-stimulated

cAMP accumulation through an inhibitory G protein. It induced PKC activity as

well as the extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 and 2 (ERK1, 2) pathway, and
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thus seemed to suppress GnRH secretion by about 45%.[275] In neonatal rats,

melatonin inhibited GnRH-stimulated increase in intracellular calcium in most

gonadotropic cells but potentiated it in others.[276] These intracellular effects, if

they apply also to the SCN, indicate that they are (mainly) antagonistic to the

effects of light. This is corroborated by the fact, that melatonin inhibits GnRH-

induced increase of cFOS in neonatal rat pituitary.[277] Since light and high

melatonin act about 1808 out of phase on the clock and when given as pulse elicit

PRCs that are 1808 out of phase[278] one may expect also antagonistic effects of

elevated temperature and melatonin levels on the clock mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS

Entrainment

Most organisms, to some extent also homeothermic animals can be entrained

by periodic temperature changes. In several groups of organisms, including plants,

fungi, arthropods, ectothermic, and heterothermic vertebrates, very small

temperature differences of 0.7–2.08C are sufficient. Temperature cycles with

period lengths differing from 24 h are able to entrain the circadian clock up to

species-specific limits of entrainment. These limits are dependent on the Zeitgeber

strength, i.e., the amplitude of the temperature cycle, as was observed with

periodic light entrainment. In ectothermic vertebrates, 24h temperature cycles can

entrain the circadian clock(s) as demonstrated for the locomotor activity of lizards;

they probably also entrain melatonin rhythms in vivo and in vitro, but it is not easy

to distinguish in these cases between entrainment and masking. When combined

with a light–dark cycle, a temperature cycle usually enhances the amplitude when

applied in phase with the light dark cycle, i.e., warm phase during light and cold

phase during dark. Entrainment by temperature changes occurs also in organisms

in which the light pathway had been blocked. Because of the high sensitivity

toward temperature changes of many organisms perhaps the circadian body

temperature changes in homeothermic organisms (and in reptiles by self-selection)

serve as internal Zeitgeber signals for peripheral (and pacemaker) clocks.

Nonphotic Zeitgeber such as locomotor activity may, at least in part, act on the

clock via an increase in body temperature (Fig. 4).

The dual effects of Zeitgeber signals on the organism, one that acts directly

(masking) and the other that acts as entraining signal eventually result in the

optimal adaptation of the organism to the day–night changes of the environment

(review: see Ref. [279]).

When the temperature cycle is phase-shifted with respect to the light–dark

cycle, either the temperature or the light cycle may dominate in determining the

phase of the circadian clock, or an intermediate phase is chosen. The phase

determination depends probably on the strength of the signals and the sensitivity of

the organism to one or the other Zeitgeber. In several instances a “phase jump” of
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the circadian clock has been observed at a certain phase relation of the two

Zeitgeber cycles.

Initiation and Phase Shifts

Temperature steps usually (except mixotrophic Euglena cultures) lead to

phase shifts or a new start (initiation) of the circadian clock. If the clock was held

stationary or oscillated at a much higher or lower level during the initial

temperature, a temperature step to more moderate temperatures may cause a start

from a particular phase of the circadian oscillator. This phenomenon has been used

for testing this phase by the so-called “release assay.” The temperature limits up or

down to which the circadian rhythmicity is expressed are defined quite precisely in

some species tested—for example in Neurospora, where the limits of about 34 and

158C are probably determined by the amounts of a longer FRQ-protein at higher

temperatures and of a shorter FRQ protein at lower temperatures. A temperature

shift causes a change in the level of the FRQ oscillation and is interpreted by the

cell as a start from a defined phase. A temperature-induced change from low to

high level in Neurospora means that the oscillation starts at the minimum of FRQ,

while a change from high to low level means that the oscillations starts at the

maximum of FRQ (see Ref. [13]). The limits of expression vary according to

species and may depend on the latitude of the species or strain distribution.

Stepwise changes of the temperature also lead to transient short-term or long-

term changes of the circadian period length. These transient changes of the period

length may be caused by a shorter or longer adaptation (compensation) time at the

new temperature. These long-term effects of a temperature change are similar to

those described for light pulses in mammals[280] and depicted as “tau response

curves” (TRCs)—sometimes the period length undergoes transient shortening and

lengthening (or vice versa) after a temperature step before arriving at a steady

state.

Pulsed temperature changes lead to phase-dependent phase shifts [depicted

as so-called PRCs or phase transition curves (PTCs)]. The PRCs to positive pulses

are usually about 1808 out of phase with PRCs to negative pulses. The extent of the

phase shifts depends on the strength (amplitude) and duration of the temperature

pulses. The PRCs to small (or short) temperature changes generally result in weak

(type 1) PRCs,[16] while higher (and longer) temperature changes cause strong

(type 0) PRCs. The position of the PRC to positive temperature-pulses is similar to

the position of PRCs to light pulses: Both PRCs are characterized by zero phase

shifts (crossover from advance to delay) at about ct 0–8 and crossover from delay

to advance shifts (“break point”) at about ct 12–20. This fact suggests that positive

temperature changes and light signals act on the same process within the

molecular clockwork—an assumption that is supported by the molecular analyses

in Neurospora and Drosophila in which they act either positively or negatively on

the amount of FRQ or PER/TIM, respectively. Particularly high positive
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temperatures lead to heat shock responses which suppress protein synthesis and

result in PRCs similar of those to protein synthesis inhibitors.

Amplitude Level and Phase

Different constant temperatures lead to permanent or transient changes of the

amplitude and level of circadian rhythms of which mainly the hands were

measured. In several instances maximal amplitudes and levels were observed at a

species specific temperature. These temperature-induced changes of the oscillator

may explain different responses to the application of light signals or protein

synthesis inhibitors after temperature changes.

Different constant temperatures may also change the phasing of the circadian

clock with respect to the light–dark cycle. This effect may cause organisms to

become day-active at one temperature and night-active at another temperature.

This effect of temperature may partly depend on an influence on the period length

of the clock, in spite of the fact this influence is rather small because of

temperature compensation. In addition, different temperatures may affect the light

signal perception and thus the phasing of the oscillation.

Molecular Mechanisms

The direct effects of temperature changes on the clock mechanism (Fig. 1)

may involve a general acceleration or slowing of enzyme-regulated processes

involved in transcription, processing of gene products, translation as well as

posttranslational modifications of proteins (e.g., phosphorylation/dephosphoryla-

tion). Particularly, degradation processes may be affected and may play an

important role in the determination of clock properties.[281] Degradation processes

have been shown to be especially sensitive to elevated temperatures in the

Drosophila clock (PER/TIM), while an activation of transcription and a differential

translation apparently are the primarily temperature sensitive processes in

Neurospora.

More than one clock exists in a single cell in unicellular algae and plants, and

multiple pacemaker tissues exist in multicellular animals. In multicellular animal

organisms in addition, peripheral clocks exist in most tissues that can be entrained

by various internal (and external) periodic signals.

Input Pathways

Temperature signals have a direct influence on clock processes such as

transcription, translation, protein phosphorylation, and degradation. In addition,

temperature changes affect membrane properties,[282] ion (particularly calcium)

levels, and second messenger concentrations (cAMP and cGMP) (Fig. 1). Calcium
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changes may function as transmitter of both light and temperature signals. Putative

pathways for both signals may be activity alterations of PKC, PKA, and MAPK as

well as the activation of transcription factors. In ectothermic vertebrates

temperature-induced changes in melatonin levels apparently mediate temperature

changes. Melatonin increments are transmitted into cells presumably by negative

effects on calcium and cAMP levels.

Even less is known about the sensing mechanisms of small temperature

changes of sometimes only 1–28C, which are sufficient to entrain the circadian

clock of many organisms. Possibly, specific components of the clock mechanism

are functioning as sensors (for example specific kinases?). These temperature

effects, however, must act only transiently in order to maintain the clock property

of “temperature compensation.”
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